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Accounts Receivable

Accounts Receivable
NAICS Code Maintenance
A new table maintenance was added to store North American Industry Classification System (NAICS)
codes. The MCSJ 2021.3 upgrade will populate the latest codes in the table while preserving any existing
codes your organization may already use. Users can utilize a picklist to assign the codes to customers.
Misc A/R>Customers>NAICS Maintenance
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A/R Delinquent Notice Enhancements
Two filters have been added to the A/R Delinquent Notices to give users more control over what types
of invoices are included on delinquent notices.
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Accounts Receivable
Include Only Invoices with Service in Range - When selected, users can specify a service id range and
the system will only generate notices for customers with a delinquency on one of the selected services.
Exclude Permit/Violation/Rental Invoices - Checking this option will prevent notices from generating
for these types of invoices.

Change License Type Routine
A routine to change License Type Id's has been added to the MCSJ Special Routines program.
The Special Routines program requires a special log-in icon and users need System and A/R security
to access this routine.
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Personnel
Duplicate Social Security Message
When entering a new employee, the system will now warn the user if another employee record exists
with the same social security number.

Display the Supervisor Name
Supervisor names will now be displayed on the Employee Maintenance and Custom Report. Previously,
only the Supervisor Employee Id was displayed.

Maryland Retirement Earnings Limitation File Export
MCSJ can now generate the Maryland State Retirement Agency's annual earnings electronic file. The file
is generated to the MCSJ\importFiles directory and includes annual gross pay for each employee.
Employers are responsible for uploading the file through the MSRA Employer Data Reporting (EPDR)
application.
Payroll>End of Qtr/Year>MD Annual Earnings Limitation Export
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Personnel
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NJ Tax
Owner Name and Property Location on PTR Forms
Users now have the option to include the owner name on PTR forms and can also choose whether to
include the owner address (previous functionality) or property location on PTR forms.
When choosing the property location option, the system will automatically default the city and zip for
your municipality because MCSJ property locations don't contain this information. If necessary, the
city and zip may be edited on the PDF form before it is printed.
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Property Tax/Real Estate

Property Tax/Real Estate
Lien Maintenance - Foreclosed Status and Premium
The Lien Maintenance now contains a 'Foreclosed' status option and can store a premium amount.
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VA Personal Property
Personal Property Interest Calculation
A parameter option has been added to accommodate VA municipalities that charge first month's
interest on a date other than the 1st of the month and then charge interest on the 1st of each subsequent
month.
System Utilities>Personal Property Parameter Maintenance

After Initial Interest Date Calc Interest On:
l

l

Same Day as First Interest Date - This is the default option and assumes monthly interest
will be calculated on the same day each month beginning with the first interest calculation.
First of Month - This is the new option and will allow the user to choose any first interest
date in Original Billing Due Date Maintenance, but will then use the 1st of the month on
all subsequent monthly interest calculations.
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VA Personal Property

VA Debt Set-Off - Project Interest and State Admin %
The Debt Set-Off Export now allows for users to project an interest % on exported balances. In addition,
the State Admin Fee % can be adjusted when it changes.
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Rentals
Specify # of Beds/Baths on Rental Units
A user may now record the number of beds, baths and other rooms in each rental unit.

Needs Inspection Report
A 'Needs Inspection Report' option was added to the Rental Custom Report. This new option will allow
users to identify any active rental units without a scheduled or passed inspection since a given date.
Users will be able to select from their available statuses to identify which represent scheduled and
passed.
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Rentals
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